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The  proposed  subject  is  at  the  crosing  of  three  disciplines :  materials  science,
artificial  intelligence and physics.  It  deals  with  thermographic  inspection -  a  hot
subject of importance for the industry.  The thermographic inspection is  a defect
control  method,  combining  considerable  industrial  advantages.  In  fact,  the
thermography makes it possible to detect underlying defects (eg under a coating
layer), being of size below the optical resolution, requiring no chemical product and
without contact with the inspected part.

The  principle  of  thermography  consists  of  depositing  a  quantity  of  heat  on  the
surface  of  the  controlled  part.  This  heat  will  diffuse  inside  the  material.  In  the
presence of defects, the diffusion of heat is disturbed by internal heterogeneities
whose position can be revealed by observing the surface temperature field [1] and
detected [2]. Several very different types of materials can thus be controlled using
different heating means and methods (infrared, microwaves, etc.). A  drawback of
this technique is the fact that it is disturbed by the surface condition (corrosion,
scratches, impacts) influencing the temperature field. Today the classic technique
for  removing surface  condition  is  the flying-spot  thermography  mode where  the
surface condition is removed by double inspection from left to right then right to left.
Other alternative techniques to flying-spot thermography are under development,
for example on the basis of frequency analysis using cyclic heating. This technique,
in  addition  to  detecting  defects,  also  allows  their  characterization.  The
characterization  of  the  defects  requires  the  solution  of  an  inverse  problem –  ill
conditioned because of the noise present in the signal. A modern solution to this is
to  use  neural  network  techniques.  The  now-classic  approach  to  using  neural
networks consists of data simulation and then training of a predictive neural network
model. Heat diffusion is simulated in the presence of artificial defects placed in a
digital volume [2] and the surface temperature field is learnt to predict by a model.
A  large  amount  of  data  must  be  simulated  in  order  to  obtain  a  comprehensive
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model. Fast Fourier-based numerical computations |3] can be used to obtain artifical
images  representing  heat  diffusion  in  representative  volume elements  and train
deep  learning  pipelines. An  innovative  solution  consists  of  the  use  of  physics-
informed networks integrating the physical laws directly into the model [4, 5]. 

In  this  internship  we  will  develop  a  neural  network  allowing  to  detect  and
characterize underlying cavities under a ceramic type coating of metallic  parts. In
successive  steps,  we will:  1)  Develop  a  model  for  detecting  defects  in  a  digital
volume using a single heating pulse without the presence of noise, then secondly, in
the presence of noise induced by the surface condition. 2) Later, in a second step we
will develop a model allowing to not only detect but also characterize defects using
cyclic heating. We will estimate the size and depth of cavity-type defects.
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Figure 1: FIB-SEM reconstruction of the coating 

material showing the porosity (voids and cracks).          

Figure 2: Example of 

thermogram showing 

artificially created defects.
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